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Equipped with advanced High-Definition (HD) video conversion technology, Xilisoft HD
Video Converter can easily convert HD video formats such as AVCHD (mts, m2ts),
H.264/AVC, MKV, MPEG-2 (ts), DivX, HD WMV, MPEG-4 and Quick Time. Sit back and let
Xilisoft HD Converter do the job for you, convert from HD videos to Standard-Definition (SD),
or even upgrade an SD video to HD!

Besides converting among HD video formats, the Video Converter can also extract and
convert audio files, capture pictures from various videos, make videos out of pictures with
JPG, GIF, BMP or PNG extensions and even set the output file size.

Supports HD videos such as AVCHD (mts, m2ts), TS, H.264/AVC, MKV
Create videos and SWF/FLV file from pictures
Convert popular formats like AVI, MPEG, WMV, MP4, DivX, RM, MOV, and FLV
Convert HD to SD videos and audios

Until 02/22/2010 only $27.97 Buy now 

Key Features

High HD video converting speed and rich formats

Excellent quality, abundant formats and fast HD video conversion

Support multi-core CPU

With auto detection of multi-core CPU, Xilisoft HD Video Converter will distribute tasks on
multi-core automatically to get high video conversion speed.

The widest range of formats support

Support HD videos like AVCHD (mts, m2ts), MKV, HD ASF, HD AVI, H.264/AVC, HD Quick
Time, HD MPEG-4, and HD WMV, and general videos and audios like AVI, MPEG, WMV,
MP4, 3GP, FLV, RM, MOV, MP3, WMA and AAC.

Conversion between picture and video
Share your treasure photo and video with friends and family

Picture collection

Xilisoft HD Video Converter can easily convert batches of pictures like JPG, GIF, BMP and
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PNG to videos and play like a slide without more clicks and you can set the time that the
frame delays.

Video-to-picture conversion

To get wonderful Hollywood movie scenes, the HD converter can capture pictures from
videos by setting duration and capture interval, and save them as JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG files.

Flexible settings to simplify your HD video conversion
More specific and professional parameters for settings

Legible format system

All formats have been classified by device for quick search and the HD converter assembles
HD video formats in a group for you to choose conveniently.

Custom parameters of profile

Diverse parameters for video, audio and picture profiles can be easily and freely customized
for both novices and advanced users. You can save the profile whose parameters have been
customized for future use.

Several formats for one file

With Xilisoft HD Video Converter, you can add many profiles in multiple formats to one source
for simultaneous output. It's fast and convenient to get kinds of profiles at one time.

Adjustable file size

Xilisoft HD Video Converter supports converting video with any file size you need by entering
the value of the file size in the Bitrate Calculator.

Convert any segment and split file

Any segment of one video can be converted by setting start time and duration. Or split file into
several files by customizing file size or split time with Xilisoft HD Video Converter.

Run the HD converter in background
Have a wonderful experience on fast and effective conversion

Run the HD converter in background

Xilisoft HD Video Converter supports running the HD converter in the background to save
more time and space.

After done actions

Automatically shutdown action among several after done actions: exit, hibernate and standby
lets you just sit and have a cup of coffee.

Multithreading and batch conversion
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The MTS/M2TS/TS video converter supports multithreading and batch file conversion to
convert multiple files at one time to cut back on the conversion time.

Preview and snapshot

The built-in player enables you to preview your videos, with which you can take a snapshot of
your desired movie scenes and save them as BMP files.

Several languages and skins

Support multiple languages: English, Japanese, German and Chinese, and three colors of
interface for you to choose.

System Requirements

OS:     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7 Ready
Processor:     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk:     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card:     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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